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Just visit our website and download the NMR program with the most charming
interface you have ever seen. There are no forms to fill, no name to give, no trace to
leave. iNMR is just a single click away.
It goes without saying that the most advanced NMR software requires the most
advanced operative system; iNMR runs on Mac OS X. Every maker claims that their
software is the most technologically advanced in the market. So what's so different about
iNMR? The “amateurish” way it has been written: a fundamental pillar of iNMR. Other
companies outsource the production of their software or assemble multi-purpose pieces
that were written by people who apparently ignore what NMR is really about. It’s no
wonder that so many programs can't even draw the simplest 1D spectrum. iNMR goes
back to basics. At last, with iNMR, you can see and interact with your spectra in the most
natural way, the way it should have always been done.
Simply visit www.iNMR.net and see for yourself. Not only does it provide the
complete manual with illustrations, it also puts forward the many new ideas that iNMR
has introduced into the world of NMR computing (and so far unmatched by others):
transparent file management, trouble-free simulations, visual weighting, metabonomics
toolbox, intuitive and original tools (including a cutter!), clean interface, chemistry-savvy
annotator, unified overlay manager, the dual behaviour of windows, multipaging...
Last but not least: you can write directly to the author, with your feedback, so that
iNMR can cater for your needs. Ask for a new feature and there is good a chance that it
will be implemented. For free.
Whether you are a chemist, a biologist or a physician, iNMR will speak your
language. Thousands of jaws have already dropped. Yours can too.
info@iNMR.net

